
Introduction

Retroelements have been detected in most grasses,

accounting for as much as 80% of the genome

(Flavell et al. 1977; SanMiguel et al. 1996; IRGSP

2005). Because they transpose using a copy-

and-paste mechanism of reverse transcription,

retroelements can amplify to high copy numbers

and may be the major contributors to genome size

and genetic variability. In angiosperms, the most

abundant are long terminal repeat (LTR)

retrotransposons. Moreover, their ubiquitous pres-

ence in plant genomes is characterized by poly-

morphic insertion patterns within pools of many

species (Vitte and Panaud 2005).
Many molecular strategies have been incorpo-

rated into breeding programs, with the goal of ob-
taining superior genotypes, such as genetic
engineering (Ye et al. 2000), marker-assisted se-
lection (Frary et al. 2000), induced mutations

(Pandini et al. 1997), and genomic methods
(McCouch 2001). Due to the abundance of
retroelements and their ability to create new cop-
ies, their use as potential markers has been
proposed (Amar and Hirochika 2001; Hirochika
2001). Three main types of markers have been de-
veloped: S-SAP (sequence-specific amplification
polymorphism), IRAP (inter-retrotransposon ampli-
fied polymorphism) and REMAP (retrotransposon-
microsatellite amplified polymorphism) markers
(Waugh et al. 1997; Kalendar et al. 1999; Price et al.
2003). REMAP differs from IRAP in the sense that
IRAP primers are combined with locus-specific sim-
ple sequence repeat (SSR) primers to identify poly-
morphic products of the amplification of a segment
between the transposon and a SSR.

The aim of the present study was to assess the
genetic variability of a collection of rice genotypes
in order to evaluate the potential application
of IRAP and REMAP techniques in rice breeding
programs.
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In this study, we used 2 multilocus PCR-based techniques that detect retrotransposon integration events in the ge-

nome: IRAP (inter-retrotransposon amplified polymorphism) and REMAP (retrotransposon-microsatellite am-

plified polymorphism). Markers derived from Tos17, a copia-like endogenous retrotransposon of rice, were used

to identify genetic similarity among 51 rice cultivars (Oryza sativa L.). Genetic similarity analysis was performed

by means of the Dice coefficient, and dendrograms were developed by using the average linkage distance method.

A cophenetic correlation coefficient was also calculated. The clustering techniques revealed a good adjustment

between matrices, with correlation coefficients of 0.74 and 0.80, or lower (0.21) but still significant, between

IRAP and REMAP-based techniques. Consistent clusters were found for Japanese genotypes, while a subgroup

clustered the irrigated Brazilian genotypes.
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Materials and methods

Plant material and DNA quantification

A collection of 51 rice genotypes originating from
Japan, Brazil and the Philippines, grown in irri-
gated (lowland) or upland systems were used,
as described in Malone et al. (2006). Seeds were
obtained from the germplasm bank belonging to
the Plant Genomic Center, Eliseu Maciel School
of Agronomy, Federal University of Pelotas
(CGF/FAEM/UFPel). DNA was extracted from
leaf samples, as described previously (Malone
et al. 2006). DNA quantification was performed
by comparing with a Low DNA Mass Ladder
(Invitrogen, Life Technologies) on 0.8% agarose
gel after ethidium bromide staining. DNAs were
diluted to obtain a uniform concentration

of 20 ng µL–l.

IRAP reaction

The amplification reaction was performed accord-
ing to the protocol described by Kalendar et al.
(1999). Four LTR primers from Tos17,
a copia-like endogenous retrotransposon of rice,
were obtained according to their described se-
quences (Hirochika et al. 1996). The combination
of 4 oligos, referred to as LTR-1, LTR-2, LTR-3
and LTR-4, enabled the use of 10 distinct primer
pairs. IRAP amplifications were performed in a fi-
nal volume of 25 µL containing 50 ng DNA,
1 × PCR buffer (20 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.4,
50 mM KCl, 4 mM MgCl2), 0.01% gelatin (w/v),
0.01% triton X-100 (v/v), 300 nM dNTPs, 1U
Platinum® Taq DNA polymerase (Invitrogen),
and 25 pmol of each LTR primer. Amplification
was performed in a PTC-100TM thermocycler (MJ
Research) in 0.2-mL microtubes. The amplifica-
tion program consisted of initial denaturation at
94oC for 5 min, followed by 30 cycles composed
of 94oC for 60 s, 50oC for 90 s, and 72oC for 120 s
for denaturation, annealing, and extension, respec-
tively. After amplification, a final extension step
was performed at 72oC for 8 min. The amplifica-
tion product was separated in polyacrylamide gel
and silver-stained, as described by Briard et al.
(2000).

REMAP reaction

Four primers synthesized from Tos17 LTR se-

quences (Hirochika et al. 1996) were combined

with rice SSR primers (RM 55, RM 81, RM 202,

RM 205, RM 207, RM 210, and RM 219) perform-

ing 16 LTR-SSR primer combinations. REMAP

amplifications were performed in a final volume

of 25 µL, containing 50 ng DNA, 1 × PCR buffer

(20 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.4, 50 mM KCl, 4 mM

MgCl2), 0.01% gelatin, 0.01 triton X-100, 300 nM

dNTPs, 1U Platinum® Taq DNA polymerase

(Invitrogen); 25 pmol of LTR primer, and 50 pmol

of SSR primer. The amplification was performed

on a PTC-100TM thermocycler (MJ research)

in 0.2-mL microtubes. The amplification program

consisted of an initial denaturation cycle at 94oC

for 120 s, followed by 30 cycles at 94oC for 30 s,

52oC for 120 s, and 72oC for 120 s for denatur-

ation, annealing, and extension, respectively. A fi-

nal extension step was performed at 72oC for

8 min. The amplification product was separated

in polyacrylamide gel and silver-stained (Briard

et al. 2000).

Data analysis

Amplification products were scored independ-
ently as 1 and 0 for presence and absence of bands,
respectively, and the obtained binary data were
used for the analyses. The genetic similarity be-
tween individual pairs of genotypes was analyzed
by using the NTSYS pc 2.1 software (Rohlf 2000).
The average similarity for all genotype pairs was
used as a cutoff value for defining the clusters.
For the estimation of genetic similarity, the Dice
coefficient was used (Dice 1945) and basing on
the 3 generated similarity matrices (MSIRAP,
MSREMAP and MSIRAP+REMAP), 3 dendrograms were
obtained through clustering analysis by the
UPGMA (unweighted pair group method with
arithmetic means). To verify the adjustment be-
tween similarity matrices and respective
dendrogram-derived matrices, the cophenetic cor-
relation coefficient (r) was estimated according to
Sokal and Rohlf (1962). To estimate the degree
of correlation among the obtained similarity matri-
ces (MSIRAP, MSREMAP and MSIRAP+REMAP), a Man-
tel’s test of matrix comparison with 1000
permutations was performed (Mantel 1967) by us-
ing the NTSYS pc 2.1 software (Rohlf 2000).
The statistical stability of the clusters was esti-
mated by a bootstrap analysis with 1000 replica-
tions, with the Winboot software (Yap and Nelson
1996).

Results and discussion

IRAP and REMAP analyses

Retrotransposons can potentially integrate in ei-

ther orientation, enabling the finding of members

of a retrotransposon family as head-to-head,
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head-to-tail and tail-to-tail (Figure 1 A). To in-

crease the probability of finding bands, one can

combine primers from both 5’ and 3’ LTR ends

or combine LTR primers with SSR primers (Fig-

ure 1B) to amplify intervening genomic DNA.

As expected, the IRAP analysis produced

a high level of polymorphism (96% of bands ap-

peared to be polymorphic). The 6 primer combina-

tions used produced on average 9.16 bands;

the highest and the smallest numbers of bands

were obtained with the combinations

LTR-2/LTR-3 (17 bands) and LTR-4/LTR-4

(5 bands), respectively (Table 1).

The average similarity of 0.74 and the

cophenetic correlation coefficient of 0.90 (Fig-

ure 2) suggested a relatively high similarity and

a good adjustment between the original and the

dendrogram-derived matrix, respectively (Rohlf

1972). Cultivars Yonoashi and Matsuyama were

the most similar genotypes (0.98), suggesting

a close relationship in this subset of Japanese

cultivars. The most dissimilar pair was K. Sim and

IAC 5544 (0.17). Four distinct clusters were ob-

served: I = Khao Sin; II = KhaoXiou Khay; III =

Rusip; and IV = remaining genotypes. A subgroup

of cluster IV was formed by irrigated Brazilian

cultivars; this was consistent with the early AFLP

analysis performed by our group (Malone et al.

2006). A novel finding is the apparent high simi-

larity between the Brazilian irrigated cultivars and

the upland Brazilian cultivars Jaguari and Birigui

(Figure 2). These results are not in agreement with

AFLP data from former studies (Malone et al.

2006).

The REMAP analysis was performed with

16 primer combinations, generating a total

of 101 bands, of which 97% were polymorphic

(Table 1). The primer combinations that amplified

the highest and lowest number of bands were

LTR-3/RM55-R (11 bands) and LTR-2/ RM55-F
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Figure 1. Diagram showing annealing of primers and potential products for 2 techniques: (A) IRAP =

inter-retrotransposon amplified polymorphism; and (B) REMAP = retrotransposon-microsatellite amplified

polymorphism



(1 band) and LTR-2/ RM55-R (1 band), respec-

tively (Table 1). The results obtained with the

REMAP technique (Figure 3) indicate an average

similarity of 0.51 and a cophenetic correlation

of 0.83. The highest similarity was found between

El Paso L-144 and BRS-Taim, which are not re-

lated according to pedigree data (data not shown).

The most dissimilar genotypes were Khao Xiou

Khay and Bacaba, showing a similarity of 0.15.

Six clusters were formed: I = Khao Xiou Khay;

II = Mun1; III = AUS 8 and Zebu Branco;

and 2 clusters (IV and V) formed by the remaining

genotypes. The clustering pattern suggests a high

similarity between Brazilian irrigated cultivars,

in agreement with previous results from Malone

et al. (2006), using the AFLP technique. This may

indicate that Tos17 did not move after these geno-

types had been selected from a common ancestor

genotype, or maybe the pedigree information does

not go back enough to describe the similar origin

of these genotypes. The cultivars Patinai 6,

E-Nawn and Ketebei demonstrated high similar-

ity, grouping with a fairly high bootstrap value
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Table 1. Number of bands obtained with each

primer combination, considering 51 evaluated

rice genotypes (CGF/FAEM/UFPel, 2006)

Primer combination Total number of bands

LTR-2 and LTR-2
LTR-2 and LTR-3
LTR-2 and LTR-4
LTR-2 and RM202-F
LTR-2 and RM207-R
LTR-2 and RM55-F
LTR-2 and RM55-R
LTR-2 and RM81-R
LTR-3 and LTR-3
LTR-3 and LTR-4
LTR-3 and RM202-R
LTR-3 and RM205-R
LTR-3 and RM207-R
LTR-3 and RM55-R
LTR-3 and RM81-R
LTR-4 and LTR-4
LTR-4 and RM205-R
LTR-4 and RM207-R
LTR-4 and RM210-R
LTR-4 and RM219-R
LTR-4 and RM55-R
LTR-4 and RM81-R

6
17
6
6
6
1
1
8

13
8
6
7
8

11
10
5
9
2
5
7

10
4

Figure 2. Dendrogram of 51 rice cultivars based on IRAP marker analysis using the Dice similarity index (Dice, 1945)

and UPGMA clustering method. The percentage values for groups represent 1000 bootstrap cycles. Cophenetic

correlation coefficient for the matrix is 0.90 (r). BS = Brazilian upland, BI = Brazilian irrigated, FS = Philippine upland,

JS = Japanese upland (CGF/FAEM/UFPel, 2006).



(79.5%). The cultivar Birigui was present in the

cluster formed by Brazilian irrigated cultivars.

It was observed, in accordance with IRAP results,

that the upland Japanese genotypes did not form

clusters with any other genotypes.

Combined analysis

From the combined data analyses, we built
a dendrogram to evaluate the power of both tech-
niques when accumulated (Figure 4). It has been
observed that different clustering techniques can
be applied to the same data sets and that the most
frequent structure is accepted as the most adequate
(Oliveira et al. 1996). This attitude avoids the mis-
leading conclusions based on artifacts, since each
technique can impose a determined data structure.
By observing the dendrogram based on the com-
bined analysis of IRAP and REMAP and using the
average similarity (0.66) as a cutoff line, 8 isolated
groups were distinguished: I = Khao Sin; II =
KhaoXiou Khay; III = Rusip; IV = Mum 1; and
4 groups containing 15 (V), 3 (VI), 18 (VII)
and 9 (VIII) genotypes. This also confirmed
a cluster containing the irrigated Brazilian
cultivars and Birigui, agreeing with former analy-
ses. The combined analysis reveals a subgroup

formed by cultivars Patinai 6, E-Nawn and
Ketebei in cluster VIII. Besides, the clustering of
Japanese cultivars in group V reinforces the idea
that the Japanese cultivars are more homogeneous
and have a narrow genetic basis. Although the Jap-
anese genotypes used in this study are not cur-
rently being used, this result corroborates recent
findings that stated the narrow basis of Japanese
cultivars, compared to Indica types (Garry et al.
2005). The most similar genotypes were Yonaoshi
and Matsuyama (0.90), agreeing with IRAP re-
sults. The genotypes showing the lowest similarity
were K. Sim and Mayrly (0.26).

The combined analysis also displayed
the cultivars Rusip, KhaoXiou Khay and Khao
Sim as unique very distant genotypes, as in the
case of the IRAP technique. The estimated corre-
lations between the 3 generated similarity matrices
(MS REMAP, MS IRAP, and MSIRAP+REMAP) evidenced
a high and significant correlation of MSIRAP+REMAP

with MS REMAP (r = 0.80) and MSIRAP (r = 0.74).
However, the similarity matrices estimated by the
techniques individually revealed a low but signifi-
cant correlation (r = 0.21, Table 2). These results
suggest that, similarly to what is found in barley
(Kalendar et al. 1999), the addition of SSR primers
enables the amplification of DNA regions that
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Figure 3. Dendrogram of 51 rice cultivars based on REMAP marker analysis using the Dice similarity index (Dice,

1945) and UPGMA clustering method. The percentage values for groups represent 1000 bootstrap cycles. Cophenetic

correlation coefficient for the matrix is 0.70 (r). BS = Brazilian upland, BI = Brazilian irrigated, FS = Philippine upland,

JS = Japanese upland (CGF/FAEM/UFPel, 2006).



could not be covered by PCR methods using
IRAP.

The use of retrotransposon-based markers can

be a valuable tool for rice breeders, as it is for bar-

ley (Kalendar et al. 1999). The IRAP and REMAP

techniques can be used separately or combined for

a more complete genome survey. The ubiquitous

presence of LTR retrotransposons in plant

genomes suggests that the use of these techniques

(either isolated or in combination) would allow

breeders to obtain markers close to virtually any

important agronomical trait and that the

hypervariable nature of these repeat elements

should make them excellent sources of polymor-

phic markers. However, one should point out that

it is advisable to use different elements to screen

the complete genome or at least elements that do

not insert preferentially. When comparing the re-

sults obtained with IRAP/REMAP, they proved to

be as reliable molecular markers as AFLPs,

but they also bring additional information, show-

ing a great potential use in genome assessments

for fingerprinting, mapping and diversity studies.
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